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Five Poems
by Han Kang
Translated by Brother Anthony
and Eun-Gwi Chung

A S ong H e a r d at Daw n

In the crack between
spring light and
spreading darkness
a half-dead soul
is dimly reflected
I compress my lips.
Spring is spring
Breath is breath
Soul is soul
I compress my lips.
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How far is it spreading?
How far is it permeating?
I have to wait.
Once the crack closes I will have to open my lips.
Once the tongue melts
I will have to open my lips.
Never again
Never again now.
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A Th i ng C a l l e d a H e a rt

I examine an erased word.
A part of a faintly remaining line,
The place where ㄱ
or ㄴ bends,
gaps that were already empty
even before they were erased,
into such places I find myself wanting to make my way
hunching the shoulders inside
bending the waist,
flexing the knees, the ankles pressed tight together,
while the heart that grows faint
still does not make anything else grow faint
a less erased blade
slashes my lips at length.
Seeking a yet darker place,
my tongue cringes curling.
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M a r k Rot h ko a n d I
—D e at h i n Fe brua ry

With nothing to declare in advance,
there is no relationship between Mark Rothko and me.
He was born September 25, 1903,
died February 25, 1970.
I was born November 27, 1970
and am still alive.
It’s just that
sometimes I think of the nine months’ time
separating my birth from his death.
Only a few days
after that early morning when he slashed both his wrists
in the kitchen attached to his studio,
my parents united their bodies
and soon after that a speck of life
must have lodged inside the warm womb.
While in the late winter New York cemetery
his body must not yet have rotted.
That’s not something wonderful,
it’s something lonely.
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I must have been lodged as a speck
whose heart had not yet begun to beat,
knowing nothing of language,
knowing nothing of light,
knowing nothing of tears,
inside a pink womb.
Between death and life,
a gap-like February
enduring,
enduring and finally healing,
In the half-melted, even colder ground
his hand must not yet have rotted, then.
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M a r k Rot h ko a n d I 2

If you split a person’s soul
and reveal the inside, it will be like this.
Therefore
it’s a smell of blood being given off.
Inside the eternally spreading paint
daubed on with a sponge instead of a brush,
quietly red,
the smell of a soul’s blood.
It stops like this.
Memory,
premonition,
a compass,
and the fact
that I am I
Something seeping,
Something spreading,
like palpable waves
into my capillaries,
your blood.
Between darkness
and light.
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A deep-sea night
untouched by any sound
or ray of light,
a long-lasting evening
beside a nebula
that exploded a thousand years ago.
Something permeating upward,
Something spreading upward,
Something rising holding bloody night
in its mouth
like a bird
that has just passed through a cloud
emitting thunderbolts
Into my capillaries
your soul’s blood
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Wh e e l ch a i r Da nce

Tears
have become a habit now.
But that
has not swallowed me up.
Nightmares also
have become a habit now.
Even a sleepless night burning up
all the blood vessels in my body
cannot devour me completely.
Look. I’m dancing.
On a blazing wheelchair
I’m shaking my shoulders.
Oh, intensely.
I have no magic,
no secret methods.
It’s merely that nothing
can completely demolish me.
No hell,
no curse
and tomb,
nor that dirtily icy
hail, or hailstones
like knife-blades
can crush the last of me.
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Look,
I’m singing.
Oh, wheelchair
intensely belching flames,
wheelchair dance.
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